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an understatement (says the An old friend andecomrade Michael
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Se"ea1J-ed" lnaepeneent Prison on a charge arising from any :
scientific experts have shown Speech in Hyde, PaI.k_ (It mus», begyears
themselves to be professional since the police arrested Hyde Park
erauaemem Peliee Wieneeeee speakers on sedition charges, and ,cne
have shown themselves to be had thought that Speakers corner Had
incompetent liars. Special become a recognised tsafgty Valve: and
eeaneei pigs Wee have taken a a tourist attraction, advertised, as
Crucial releuin 4°-he eaee have such in the travel brochures..i.)_ The

'1“ the interests of Pub1i¢ allegation of attempting to depose the
security‘. It is becoming _ . N th' t t t th
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conspiracy to pervert the I N
course of justice. On, the
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have made a mockery of Justice Speaklne on an rls P a Dem

DTP to see if they ‘deprave and corrupt
politically’. Mike, a syndicalist, was
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Jamese assertion that ‘this _ ‘ I -
is 1'10t e pelitical trial‘ and BRUSSELS. Branch of the Black Cross
have effectively brought out just been f°I'I1“-eds and
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The trial of the ‘Stoke '"Newingto1'r'Ei,gh‘t~"— ssometimesw called the

Why is it taking so long?
It is not an-abstract case
involving company law, nor
are there complicated quest-
ions to argue. The prosecut-
ion are taking so long to
argue their case because it
has weight (avoirdupois) but
not substance. It is not
for us to comment while the_
case is sub judice thought
everyone else is doing so.
But we will take a look at
the Press.
Fleet Street. The case

opened to a
rush of head-

lines. The ‘quality‘papers
reported the allegations made
by the prosecution in full.
The Telegraph reported these,
and subsequent allegations,
repeating the phrase that
the accused wanted to .
‘disrupt society‘ several
times. But as the prosecut-
ion witnesses aPP6ared and
either ‘gave evidence favour-
-able to the accused, or p
were dismissed as fools or
liars, no word appeared. -
The ‘Guardian and to a lesser
extent the Times'did report‘

. I '-

some of these exchanges. The
fact that a copy of the
Standard (a vital piece of  
police evidence) had been
destroyed because the police
did not have room.to store it
came over in several papers,
including the Standard.

_ . .~ tw. The prosecution's Mr;
Mathews‘ remarks ';ab_out ‘anarch-
ists who wanted to disrupt
society were later described

. 'r I

‘Angry Brigade Trial‘opened — after the defendants had been in
custody since August - a week early. It has been going on for over
a month-at the time of writing. It will continue through the summer
(with a break;of three weeks holiday for all but the defendants) and
if it finishes this year we shall be lucky.

This was not reported. The‘
average nswspapertmight be forgiven
for thinking it was a strange verdict
if at the finish the accused were
acquitted. At the moment many think
the case is over. 'While Special
Branch make such a bad showing in the
box, nothing is reported. t

Mr. Palmer Hall refused to
answer questions on Special Branch
activity and was asked by John Barker
if the reason he refused was because
he was undertaking illegal Special
Branch activities. ‘I can't comment
on that,‘ he replied. S - c

' The best reports come in ‘Time
Out‘. It is criticised by many of
our friends as commercial. “So it is.
Precisely because it wants to sell,
it does not flout its readers‘
opinions audaciously. Its coverage is
reasonable, and it is only a pity it
is confined to London.

lawyers. There.has been a lot in
~* ' the Press about the

absence of Qfls. ‘Free Society‘  
published a prejudicial report, ”
in which among other things it sugg-
ested that QCs* had not refused to
take the case because they disliked
the politics of the accused. Nobody
has alleged that. gMany' Q,Cs refused
 to act becarse they were frightened
of the political police, which is
another matter. (One professional man
candidly admitted he would not give
vital forensic evidence -because, he
said in private,he was afraid of what
would happen). It is at pity there
should be any criticifim of those who
are representing the accused. They may
explode the myth that Qfls are essential.

by a witness as ‘Tory prejudice‘. THE CASE CONTINUES.
4.
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A LEGAL PARABLE I“ The conduct of affairs in c“

Let us say the firm trading
as ,- well — IMatthew Rodgers
& Co. brings an action against
Irish Traders in the High Court.
The defendants are able to prove
that the plaintiffs have lied, _
cheated, swindled, and have only
brought the action, on perjured
evidence, to bring their commer-
cial opponents to financial y
disaster. I

Could Matthew Rodgers & Co.
have the effrontery merely to
withdraw the action? They would
face (at the least) heavy costs;
they would be impelled to
restore to Irish Traders what
they have suffered by damages.

They could certainly not
just shrug it off with a promise
that their accountants would
look into the matter, and go
into the next court, where they
had Movement Ltd on the same
hook.

Even the county court, that
stands for much, would not put
up with*that. Movement Ltd
wou_1d_"_ be able to show that
IMatthew Rodgers & Co. did not
come into court with clean
hands. They would say no court
could take the word of those who
had admitted to such fraudulent
practices as the plaintiff, on
his own admission had done in
the next court.

It would be expected that
IMovement Ltd would be enabled
to go free from the court and'O
resume trading ‘while the Fraud
Squad would deal with Matthew
Rodgers & Co. I "

.ALL THESE NAMES ARE FICTITIOU.
THAT IS HOW COMMERCIAL LAW

the criminal courts should be on
an even more equitable basis, for
what is at stake is Life and Liberty.

Let ‘us consider an actual crimin-
al case. Special Branch (its boss
man is, surprise, surprise Matthew
Rodgers) brought an action against
some Irish gentlemen. They were
Qharged with an arms conspiracy,
and flung in jail. It was clear
they were politically in opposition
to the British Political Police -
(Special Branch). The same branch
objected to bail. While they were
in jail and prevented from access to
means of their defence, their enemies
were spinning a conspiracy against
‘them. They wangled the case past
committal stage, still objecting to
bails n

'What happened then? .Four men
and a woman, of Saor Eire, claimed
they had been framed, and the case
suddenly collapsed. They had been in
jail since October... in June, at the
Old Bailey, it becae clear that the
Special Branch had ‘planted‘ the
weapons. ONE BY ONE THE PROSECUTION
WITNESSES DECLINEI) TO ANSWER “‘FOR
REASONS or sears SECURITY"...QHA, HA,
BLOODY BIG HA, HA) . It began to
stinks Mr. Justice Bean called the
defence counsel in for a chat in his
chambers and told them the prosecut-
ion was.not going forward.

Then a Mr. Parker told the Press
he was "in fear of his life"... he had
helped frame the case, the case had
collapsed and now "the IRA would get
him“. He only hoped Special Branch
‘would look after him now he was of no
further use. I O

e Back to the drawing board (not to
mention the hanging and quartering

Irboard) Special Branch picked up its
portfolios and patted its bulging
breast pockets, and smiled~ruefully

OPERATES FOR THE BENEFIT OF‘ H H tat one another. Then they all
THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM (at least
when applied fairly). 5 to deal with an "anarchist conspiracy"

tramped next door into Court No.1
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MR JUSTICE JAMES: Is there any objection to the address? (Hilary
applying yet again for bail). .
INSP. HABERSHON: Yes, my lord. I have noted it is in N.l. and in,
the course of our investigations, we have discovered that there
are many people of a similar ideology who live in Islington.

John BARKER: If it ee.h't be established, why say it at all? Why
do you feel this compulsion to say things that can‘t be established°
1MR LIDSTONE (forensic expert) This is part of my job, to put
things in the proper perspective for this court. A
TMR MACDONALD (barrister): What is an apparent correlation, Mr. 1
Li ristone "2’ - » s . _ J
IMR LIDSTONE: A set of facts which appear to be linked together is a
correlation. An apparent correlation is one that appears to me.
Someone else might decide differently, but it appears to me -S '
MR MACDONALD: I see. It is an entirely subjective Iddstonian view?
(MR LEDSTONE: Yes, well, I haven't heard it described aeta  
Lidstonian view, sir, but I would agree it is my view. "

MR.IJIBTONE: I will make one statement that I would like to put
on record. I come from a forensic explosives establishment which
‘has over lOO years of active investigation. It is well known all
over the world and we take great pride both in the accuracy of
our obervations and in our integrity. To suggest that I have

the slightest interest in refusing to give any information whatever
I regard as insulting. ~ ~
MR. MACDONALD: Ilam not suggesting that you.were refusing to give
information, Mr. Lidstone, I‘m suggesting that you are kying.

IMR YALLOP (forensic expert): I would indeed say it was a miracle
no-one was killed ortseriously injured in any of the explosions.
ANNA: IMr Yallop, would you tell the court what is the statistical
probability for there to exist an associated set of 27 miracles?
MR.YAIlOP: Er, no, hum, her, I don't think I could. i

'MP.MATHEW‘(prosecuting barrister) Could you tell me,exactly‘what
was implied (in a leaflet picked up by a poligema) by the phrase,
TMonday militancy‘? ' .i. I _o; t

MR MELTZER (witness): I thought that was a phrase recently made
very clear by the dockers and the miners and the railwaymen. *It
suggests that it is not much use putting on your old clothes and
.going along for a demonstration at the weekend. , c
MR.WINSTAIN:, It means industrial militancy, does it not?  
MR MELTZER: Yes, as opposed to this irrelevant political agitation
advocated by the Vietnam.Sblidarity Committee, that is what this
leaflet is all about. .
MR JUSTICE JAMES: ‘What does it mean when it criticises ‘myopic
non-violence‘? (What is myopic non-violence?
.MR.MEITZER: The idealised cult of non-violence that suggests this,
alone, can a cnieve results. 6‘
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1. To which party‘ did James A
Connolly (now claimed by near-
ly every Irish left-wing
fraction) really belong, and
which did he try to start in
Belfast? I

2. ‘Which two French kings,
"novcr oppressed their people,
exacted no taxes, had nono
imprisoned unjustly, and have
noithor war nor massacre on" Y
their conscionces"?~ 1 ' is

3. Which Hollywood star abused
Goebbels so violently (after S "
he was in power) that ho was
"shocked at the obscenity of
the language uscd",and which
producer said sycophantically
this was "untypical“ Of -=
Hollywood reaction to tho Nazis?

4. Is there u street in Moscow
named after the anarchist Peter‘-
Kropotkin? *," A

5. @What has the Eastman Dental
Hospital in London‘s,Gray‘s Inn,
Road to do with anarchism?
 (Answers: pp 16/l7).o
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rtm OLD LADIES or rmvsmmr

Recently the medical officers
of Yorkshire released two old
ladies of Dewsbury from an asylum
in which they had spent their
entire adult lives. They had
been ‘certified‘ some forty years
ago. Why?‘ Only because they
were morally delinquent. _That
was the permissive society, if
you like; permissive to the
.point' where they cbuld do any
dam thing to you they pleased..
All the girls‘ had done was they
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had both had "illegitimate"
babies, the law taking it on J,
itself to say which lives are
legal and which are not. They
were deemed to be "feeble—minded"
though this probably meant not
very bright. 'When the babies
were born, the girls‘ parents
were shocked. They washed their
hands of such ‘monsters’. The
authorities deemed the girls to
be ‘morally defective‘, ‘morally
delinquent‘ and liable to be
‘morally contagious‘ — all such
terms being then in use. IMore,
they might yet again ‘burden the
parish‘ with the upkeep of further
healthy human lives. The girls
were certified. '

‘What became of the children?
Probably these illegal births grew
up in orphanages to be put in the
Army to fight and die for the State
(if male) or ‘into service‘ for
the rich (if female). 

The girls grow into womanhood
in the asylum. Finally they
became institutionalised, and by,
the time the medical authorities
grew to be a little bright them-
selves, there was nowhere to send
the girls now dependent upon
institutionalism. Had there been
a Hostel for State Victims they
could have gone there. Finally,
in their old age, municipal wisdom
has found a place for them, not
too grand, forty years after.....

This was not in the heart of ,
Irish bogland or in some Italian q
Catholic village... it was in solid
"Red" Yorkshire where the miners‘”
lodges paraded every May ray with 
slogans of Solidarity. Socialist
councillors, proud of their achieve-
ment, stalwarts of the old ILP with
.Jowett and Snowden, Saw the girls
grow up under their care. ‘=.

Q I

The kids today seem strange to old-
timers in the movement, eyen comic
in their concern for ‘Gay Lib‘ etc.
But by Christ they would not stand by
and see that sort of thing any more.
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A snippet falling on our
desk informs us that one Robin
Percival, at present co—editor

of Peace News, will in the autumn
be starting with others "a non-
violent training and cemmunity
action centre in Derry". 'If, one
would have thought, there was one
thing the beleaguered people of
Derry could have done without,
apart from another centre train-
ing for violent action, it was
one training in non—violent

i. l

It was precisely such a
centre that was set up when the
Protestant King endowed Maynooth
as a Catholic seminary, to be
run by French refugees from the
French Revolution, that set.
the Irish RC Church on its "non-
violent" lickspittle course of
obedience and subservience to
the Crown, while paying lipe
service to the Republic after it
had Won. The Irish people, and
above all, one would think those
of Derry‘s Bogside and the
Catholic ‘ghetto‘ of Belfast,
know all about non—resistance as
well as they do about violent
actions for the sake of violence
and nothing more. ‘What they
would appreciate would be to know
how to defend themselves, from
‘friend‘ and foe alike. It is
pacifism and social-democracy,
either directly or in the popular
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INSIIEISTORY... tells some of
the story the national press
cuts out. No.3. has some
fascinating information about
Special Pranch and police
scandals. —

1

‘MOIE EXPRESS in Manchester is
a lively grass~roots paper

=that,sounis, and is, real Q
libertarian. t‘

t a.blishment--s old . packages ,
that has left them naked in the
storm to their enemies.

“'_'_-i'_*.“_ _

Readers of ‘The Times‘ may
have noticed a sudden concern for
the man made redundant - especially
the executive type who has had his
days cf gin and Jaguars and now‘
faces the icy winds of reality....
it has come out with some searching
criticism of the Heath Government,
which does not losesdght of the
fact that under the Thomson regime
many ‘Times‘ executives and
journalists may go that way too...

The concern for the unemployed
has brought some unforced Tory
reaction. Compare this letter with
the sort of guff heard at election
times:

"The £20 a week worker... is with
us in his millions and if we give him
more and more we endanger the
material fabric of the country. It
is a tragedy of every century...a
crime of civilisation, that the sweat
and toil of so many worthy men have
but small value when measured in coin
of the realm. The state may add a
tithe to their sustenance by engaging
in the sport of Robin Hood, but
carried too far that game will surely
destroy both nations, rich and poor."

That's how it is (in oapitalist
logic) though it suits the apologist
for capitalism sometimes to phrase it
differently. The ‘value when measured
in coin of the realm‘ is, of course,
an arbitrary one determined by the
power possessed by the faction con-
cerned. Such power is exercised on_
the state by withdrawal of labour
either by strike action or by * 
causing a scarcity; or within the
state by covert pressure. Or it is
practised on the community by fraud,
persuasion or other forms of pressure.
The coin of the realm value is
artificially imposed. It has nothing
to do with the natural wealth of a
community. It concerns the way that
wealth is to be unfairly distributed.

I 1.
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ThemSeciety for Individhal
Freedom gave a luncheon at the
House of Commons. It invited
as guest of honour Mr, Brian
Faulkner. His wordb ‘iii fav‘ou.r“
of such individual freedoms‘as.¢.
internment without trial were
highly appreciated.

THE MAUDLING PRIZE FOR IDIOT '

OF‘THE MONTH.

I An unknown journalist,
signing himeelfH.C.E. , is
winner of the coveted and hotly
contested award. 'Writing in
the ‘Jewish Chronicle‘, he is
overcome with a natural hysteria
at the Lydda attack;by Japanese
gunmen to give vent to a degree
of imbecility unmatched in any
other‘paper.

He speaks of THE NEW
TERRORIST INTERNATIONAL...which
has such obvious similarities
to the old Judoo+Nasonic i
Conspiracy that one wonders if -
"HOE" is a Nazi infiltrator

‘\-

as Dr Rosenberg linked together
‘capitalists, communists, trade
unionists, freemasons‘ in a vast
Jewish conspiracy, H C E links
together "international

- anarchism ..which..affects
every country and-undermines

all forms of social order" with“
"the institutionalised dissid-
ence of. the Communist Parties
cf France and Italy)"which

can also ‘dispense jobs and
patronage‘ . Baader€Mainhcff,

'Weathermen, Nationalists (not
the Irgun, though). Arab is
terrorists, all are one and
the same movement supported,hy
Russia and China in amicable
agreement. ‘These highly
authoritarian, masochistic,
deviant, drug-taking, hippy,
disciplined gunmen, the
‘anarchists‘ are used by the 9‘

Russo—Chinese fraternity in every 
country but their own.‘Ironica1ly‘
only the Arab States have realised
it ‘and have driven out or severely
restricted the Palestinians, so
that their last foothold is in the
lebanon‘. p Hold on: authoritarian,
masochistic, drug-taking, terrorist "
_§nd Palestinian? Stalinist,Ma0ist,
Marxist. ‘They profess a primitive
form of Maoist Marxism‘ (how primit-
ive could that be, one wonders?)
"but their impulses are basically
anarchistic and destructive", says
HCE in the grand manner of the
Protocols. (This is in fact almost
a paraphrase: "many of these move-
ments are not_Jewish, but behave
as if they were").   

~ His conclusions: "The special
branches of the civilised world‘s
police forces will now have to
operate on a global basis, constante
ly informing each other of the
movements of terrorists and their
Russian and Chinese quartermasters".

The money from Moscow and Peking
plus ten cents will get us a cup rf
coffee... But are they Bet (if
not ‘civilised‘) at least ‘globa1'I
Are they not in on it too? And if
the Arab States are to join in, why
not them? Either say ‘Western
Alliance‘ (which may well include -
anti-Israel fcrces, Mr HCE) or
admit you want a world police force
ineluding the Russians and Chinese
you pretend to be berating. NOTE:
the ‘special branches of the world‘
means the Political Police. That
is exactly what the Gestapo wanted.
In Europe, they achieved it.

The leaders of the ‘international
anarchist conspiracy‘ are ‘often
women‘ he warns, though he does net
quote a single anarchist woman (all
are Nationalists or Marxists) and it
is precisely the line of argument Dr
Rosenberg would have used had he been
faced with a phenomenon like Golda
Meir. PRIZE TO H.C.E.: Fading copy
of Rosenberg‘s ‘Real Rulers of Russia‘
in which all the leaders of Russia are



. ‘1Hfl'a11,a,s-as ‘~+- ho J---~=---+h-. the THE WOW 61"
gig?-‘exceptiion of lenin (“What is _  SEX CROSS
he? They say he is no nigger"), N
The ‘real ruler‘ of all was, of , ' l _
course, an Anarchist — and a Woman. A Worker in Spain was 1n
(the very combination that makes S prison for hls actlvltles In .
IHCE see red, and various other. bsildins HP the CRT °n°e m°T@-v
colours),jEmma Goldman ("She is HIE Wlfe was forced to 5° t°_ v
-the graves-t digger of Russiallg Ten, I10 Other iI1OOI116

Alfred's English was a bit more _ her Own $11811 e'aI'ni1'1€Sf'*
primitive than our 1MaI~xj_Sm')_ was forbidden to work in prison

I (the only way a SPanlSh.PTlSOn€T
 S can keep alive)... ws sent out

DEMOCRACY an urgent message to several
H w . comrades here and abroad... WithDemocracy...is a word the real no costly ,adminiStration,’ we H

gist of which still sleeps.. It is have no idea whn responded and,
a great word’ Whose history’ who did not. But shereceived in
suppose’ remains unwritten’ all the fantastic sum of £126 ubecause that history has yet to be (half her ear,S income) fram

I _ Y
enacted‘, WALE WHITMAN‘ different ¢omrades....

"Democracy has been promulgate , t ,
ed and its principles endlessly- Had we been a Ohality isproclaimed; but in no country in would have announced with pride

. the case history collected the .the world has it ever for more . ’than_a brief Space Of’a few cash, spent it on overheads and
. . alaries ~and:sent some on. Itmonths, been put into practice. S ’ . .For democracy requires th:ee all went direct. That is not

conditions for its fulfilment, °harity but s°1idarity and the?. like it. But we‘re onlyand until all three conditionsc l way we , . v _ -
are satisfied, it cannot be said sorry we cculdn t write and thankt O exist. “It is only necessary all who sent. S0 this is it.

to state these conditions to whoever you were‘
show that democracy never has —
existed in modern times: In London’ Chicago, Cologne’  

"The first condition of democracy Milan? Brussels? Berlin the
is that all production shall be
for use, and not for profit. The Anarchist Black Cross is organ-
second condition is that each . . . . . .should ive acoordin to his ising Solidarity for Political

ability, and each receive according Prisoners.

£2—Ei§—2E§g§3 The third oonditiqn Other committees for politicalo:' h t th ‘k ' ' y . ,. ‘$10313 Colietfivzis xnezfig lndustr prisoners have been formed._in many
1...: , , . .--—————-—————————4L-——————- towns in co—operation with the' ‘H - 9 i _ Hcontrol that industry a e T 1 work ‘f S.11dar1ty. Ing ne a

' Herbert Read‘ S Iancashire, comrades of the ASA
- - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - -- have formed a Libertarian Prisoners‘._ _ ,‘ _ _ _ _

Committee to ‘acept‘ prisoners inSUPPORT THE STOKE NEWINGTONEIGHT DEFENCE GROUP response to our call. J.The reason
, Governments imprison militants is

240 Camden High Street, H to impede, harass and discourage
London, N.W.l.‘ ~ in the class struggle. Therefore, the

t of risoners becomes a
IT'S HAPPENING HERE! lfihd .fig££oline cg struggle. I

._ 



SCOTTI$H-~MAOISTS A '_bO'l38.l Of BRIANIIIIS QCCUPATIQN
SENTENOED 81 years

E u faces William
IMcPherson, Matt Lygate, John
Doran, Colin Lawson — 26
years, 25 years, 24 and 6
years respectively. jWhy such
high sentences? They were
only accused of burglary. Two
of them had no previous
convictions. Lygate admitted
he had received stolen money
for political purposes, but
not that he had taken part
in the actual burglaries.

~All were members of the
“Worker: Party of Scotland and
the Join Maclean Society.
They wire condemned for their
politi al beliefs. No point
in say ng we do not identify
with.their Maoism. Those who
crushed them would crushts
too (i deed ihe kept press
mainta.ned John Maclean -
surely well enough known in
Glasgow's history! — was an ‘
‘anarchist’ and this was an
‘anarchist triali).

 The’oase goes to appeal BUT
TE OUTCOME} IT MUST

NOT RE-ST THERE. It is quite_ a
Clear What the Establlshment they haven't any faith in the Labour Party

Once more the workers show themselves
far in advance of the political -~
'vanguards' who bemoan their apathy.
The well laid out and modern colour
printing plant in the Old Kent Road,
Briant's, was doing well for its
bosses. But sites are better money-
spinners than factories. So theygp

factory,like many others, was to be
closed, the assets stripped, andwhile
the workers went on the dole, the bosses
would reap a profit. ‘We cannot afford
lame ducks“ is the cry. T

THE WORKERS SEI ZED CONTROL and contin--
ued to run it. So far the press has not
whipped up too much agitation against
such an outrageous procedure, for the
simple reason that it cannot be certain
that if it whips up a pogrom against the
Briant occupation, the printworkers will
allow the presses to keep rolling out
lies. It touches them.too closely.
The Tory line that the workers are just
'layabouts' is confounded...these people
COULD take their.redundancy money and go
on the dole, but they wonlt. They want
to go on working the way they know how
and to produce their high quality.
product. They donlt want to sit round
nd wait for a change of government....

is saying. _l-f;LL BUBGLKRS MUST anyway_ v
BE coop_roa1a§;, OTHERWISE,,
TORY JUDGES WILL MAKE THEIR
srrrsrcss HEAVIER. 'We must:

The Socialist vanguardists have
no time for workers ' occupation when

force the judicial estab1ish- it comes to the crunch. ‘You cannot
ment to spell this out. It
is an argument used time and
again against the Freemasons

have socialism in one fa0tory'....
‘When in the class struggle the
State gets hit, they argue feebly,

that they will,if aPPQinted to ‘These people are trying to .destr0y
the Bench, give lighter
Sentences tO_ltheir awn!’ iBut But that is what the class strugglethis applies to the Tory
Establishment of judges too.

capitalism building by building‘.

if-3 Z-1].]. about: l
' "'1

They are hypocrites enough not 'W0Tk@TS Ofisupation.
to want*it7spelled out. pfiet“ T Hitting Oppression.
it be made quite clear so i
that judges are shown to be

T‘ favouring the '5 r own ' . That
Direct Action.-we

' ' -I

‘ \

Finding solutions for oneself. That,
"way We can help these victims is the_rOad to freedom‘ ' - " T p
of the class war. -

Giflfifl

ll.

_, .

I ‘I ' 1+ I
I



"iU‘.i1' 110 -*Vu7E.. GET THESE IETTERS‘?
.|-1|!--Ii"-

body describing itself as the
Vietnam Vigil to End tho War
says specifically to us that
"the success of the Journal~
iPtS Noon Hour Thursday vigil
do ends on participation of
journalists, photographers,
editors etc. working on
publications such as yours"..
Such as ours? (Tho editor is
in slink, and as for the
photographers...) Yes, yours..
"we cannot rely on journalists
fr'm the popular press" though
they have on the committee of
the Campaign hogging the glory
Anthony Howard (Statesman),
Mary Kenny (Standard), Claud
Cockburn,?ames Cameron,Neil
Ascherson and all...

Latest communication from a

 

we are asked to join the
"Labour Campaign for Peace"
to which MPs, clergymen,ad
other villains have contnbuted.
If we thought a "vigil" would
end the war we would go and
stand about diffidently with
these dignified journalists
all.sparing the time from
Oddenino‘s. But where the _
power of the working—class is
no longer effective because
the military machine has taken
over, the boozy cynics of
Fleet Street will do no more O
nor less than the canting
clerics or the wily politicos.

put your pride aside and come
and hear about Jesus."

If the world is a creation,it
had a creator (or creators). But
where is the proof it was a creation?
Even if it was, the creator, who
was not up to much, might just as
well have been Thos.J.Twitt jun.
of the Iept. of Outerspace Creation,
and not one of his better efforts.
The trouble with these "saviour
gods" is they won't stay put. By
all means accept the hypothesis of

a mythical Jehovah if you like
(or a Thos. J. Twitt jun.) But why
must the religious bring them to
earth? Why not put our pride aside
and go and hear about Antinous‘?
(A much more interesting character
around the time of the alleged i
Jesus who also claimed divinity).

And what presumption on the
part of our reader (whom we will
not advertise) by suggesting _l_1_e_
knows the answer...If God really
existed, he should see about
improving his methods of communicat~
ion.

ANOTHER COMMUNICATION from a Mr. Don
Grattidge (38) who wants to form a
UNITED WORLD YOUTH PARTY, "the under-
35‘s". ‘UNITY is essential for YOUR
SURVIVAL and PROGRESS. Do you get
the message?" he writes. Not very
clearly. Common grounds for unity
of ‘this generation‘ above all (he
thinks only 35—and—under now live)
are "SURVIVAL: PROGRESS: FEEDOM".

"-_ Now do you see? (It doesn‘t get
‘Another letter blithely

informs us that "our troubles
much more specific). "It is accepted
that never before have Millions of

will be solved - and I see from. one generatieclroken through the
your paper you have big troubles" barriers of Time and Accepted Reality
if We so and meet some Jesus nit. It hasn't. 1%‘. in our neck of the wood
This imb@@i1@ has apparently United, what a force, he says ~ for
read th@ Journal aeidigtinct fT°fl1 all companies and individuals must
the fellow-travellers on the contribute to ‘Your Party‘ (his, so
Vietnam ¢amPei€n who took it“bfT' far) or_‘you.withdraw your Consumer
5 list S°m@WheI'@- "HOW can YOU Power‘. Good old Tory Party dictum.
be so cocksure God does not 'Naturally‘ (and how) ‘all Military
exist? Th? World is 3 Creatione andPolice Personnel of Your Gener-
therefore 1t had a Creator... _ ation-will be gngguraggd to Unit;
this Creator we call God...... 12. within Your Party.‘ Ours! my life!
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I " L , The other day" at"“”GermaneP0ll°€'buTSt in'°n Suuth.died in Utah at the age of"95.

the flat of 8‘ British business He was leader of the Mormon Church aN s
man"Mr' lainMa?LeOd’ at 6‘3O direct descendant of the Prophet him-
a'm' Seelng plaln Clothes self illiterate enthusiast Joe Smithn 1 ’thugs at the door’ 9 natura13y who back in the eighteen-twenties had9 9
slammld it' .They Opened fire a religious novel read to him andand killed him. Excuse:.They . j . .k. f th MB d jumped to the conclusion, hearing
Egizhig; }g§ng?r 6 aa er“ fiction for the first time, every word

)- I’ was true,
-\_ .

r

Owe had already warned in The trash novel new would be worth
BLACEFLAG Oflthe agtivities of a.fcrtune. The multi-millionaire
the erman ?O itica police empire state built on the bum‘s dream
gang‘, Using the pretext of has long since destroyed every copy
pOl1tl?a1 protest’ ind u§ger lest it undermine the fanciful religion
paranolac pressurg rom G built around its premise that the Biblebourgeoisie, they are shooting Sto r was Oontin ed on th_ Ind. S
Without mGrOy' Already two of of figerica Thcuabsfifidiiies ofMb:Eon-
our comrades’ guilty of nothing isuwwere of course neither more nor
but aiding Political PriS°nGrS less than those of Other religions and
(Von Ranch and Weisbecker) have Joe the saloom bum neither more nor
been Shot down’ ~" less a prophet than Mohammcd the camel

Mr.MacLeod being outside herd who married the rieh widow.
n politic l ctivit he ma 1. . ~Zaze.been dgnoinced b§’a y ILiven out of the United States by

E I - an intolerance his followers emulated,
business Competitor (not an Joe Smith being killed in the exodus" 9
unfamiliar Occurrenoa in German the Mormon leader led his people to a
history) or he may’ of course’ ‘Promised Land‘ But it was thehave been an unwelcome witness. practical Brigham Young who did it’
The alternative is to say the . , . .. . . adapting God s Word to every exigencyGerman police are behaving like f . b . . . .mad dogs. o empire uilding and capitalist

enterprise until he left behind a
* We learn that Baron von bulwark of right-wing capitalist '"

Braun at the Fgrgign Minigtry OpPI'6SSiOI1 ill 'tl1G State Of Utah, HOW

has ‘expressed regrets". That Part and P&T¢91 Of thfl UF3-A- '
is what diplomats are for. U
In unity with the murderers, ' At the time Joe Smith dreamed up

y _ _ his theoeracy, there were other, y
however’ are thelr aocomplloes nobler more generous more beneficial

1 in the gang who have hide“OutS dreams’ iElscwhere in’the States were
1“ many °1*1eS 1“°1“d1ng the Utopian Socialists, there was
‘LondOn' The London haunt of Prouddon in France Robert Owen in.-. -L '9 "

g::ti2;:r§:idgan%O1:r;:jgtient England. Utah is a power incorporated
g ,'; ‘ _ ‘ into the States, the Mormon Church

iOre;2E£-poiltlcal pollog has powers in excess of the established
1mp11°at@d 1“ the murder? It Churches from tnion its original
would be nice to have even an followers revolted But the visions
Oily aSsuranOe_that theyftodg of the Utopian Socialists are as farregret the action of their off as ever» Not for want of practic—'
close Colleagues’ ability. Had they too had ‘visions’

that enabledfthem to march in step
with capitalism and the State, they

BLACK FLAG 12 issues 75p. ’ too would have established a Power,
' 13- every bit as bad as the old.' .

I
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Book, * ~R6V1@W _

LESSONS -OF‘a‘I"£IE}-SPnRISI—I""REVOi1tT'l‘IO1\T Vernon Richards .
n (Freedom.Press £1.50, paperb. 15p).

This is a bookzwritten exclusively,
it would seem, for_Anarchists knowing
the intimate details of the Spanish
Revolution, and is apparently based on
an ‘Ivory Tower’ assumption that there
is a large number of anarchists who
‘fail to understand‘, though one of
the conclusions is that there were P
fewer anarchists in Spain tha ‘gener-
ally’ thought. The polemic is a
sustained one, highly personal, and
more of individuals than institutions.

F

For his facts, Richards claims to
rely on ‘official documents‘ (but in
practice on books and newspapers).He
accepts them uncritically, and if he
finds the source unreliable, has
resource to the familiar "Even_hg_
admits..."

eHew reliable is Richards a guide?
He begins by plunging into the
question of whether the CNT partic-
ipated in, or its members voted in,
the elections of February 1936. There
is completely no proof it particip-
ated, but of course no one will ever
know what its members actually did.
At the time, all members of the Right
‘Wing were convinced "the anarchists
voted..." (hence there was no Left-
‘Wing swing, merely an alteration in
tactics); all Leftists were convinced
they had not, and if they had done
so, the Right would have electerally
disappeared. (Compare an equivalent,
question: did Bernadette Devlin gain 
her seat from the Unionist because,
of a Civil Rights swing... or because
the Catholics stopped splitting the
vote?) For Richards, all is clear.

He can quote three ‘sources’ to
say they did (two of them with
charged reasons), and the next
'historian' can quote four... But]
comonsense may say that in view of
what happened in July 193€3 there
may really have been a Left Wing p
swing, and surely no minority H
could have resisted the Army revolt
in that way. M

b He indulges in some ex-
treme spleen against the one—*
time Secretary of the ONT,
Horacio Prieto. (Perhaps it is
one bitter nature resenting
another? Prieto was TB, a
bitter, but certainly at one
time sincere worker): he is
charged with causing the
entry of the "CNTVIMinisters
into the Government. The real
culprit was the vain, stupid
Garcia Oliver, who had
succeeded in becoming a "well
known person". , 

The fiivil War caught
many libertarians stuck in
anti-Fascist,as'against
social-revolutionary,postures
(Richards no less: his claim to
have been a farsighted critic
in ‘Spain & the World‘ is untrue;

by the time he came round to
criticise,after the May events,
the die was cast in Spain). In
Spain, the militants went to the
front - Ascaso, Durruti, many
hundreds and perhaps thousands:
they played no further part in
the intrigues in which Richards
reve1s.- Those like Federica
 Mentseny, Garcia Oliver and so
on kept away from the fighting:
they are rightly criticised by
Richards for angling into posit-
ions of power in the Republic.

The organisation, used for
years not to criticise its
delegates in public, allowed
them to cavert in the Republic
and the Generalitat, with no
means of preventing them from
doing so short of shooting them
since they were not in fact"*
delegates. They came to
control the press, and Richards
has great fun reproducing some
of their absurd chauvinistic
qyetatiens. Having seized the
press, they countered the
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.._.____ __,_____ __ __ H" _ '_ - , _ A _ _ i ' '  _%_*%%' "arT11U15mg-e:*theaseiwes—w:thydig-» 'held_the-wees-that~theal
___________..--\nj;fi_ed protest-s"'thai-itheyywere .old__ ; worker ,by de W

_libertarians who did not deserve" H be#revelu$i@fi&Iy““ EN d@£ln““”
 thesediatrrbesgqthey"hadnstrivensw  ition,.the.only"assumption.

sQJ__£r»effha,CiIlgly and even ,.now, only can be that he W01-‘KS; but
*“wished;to be of service... Such

I_ . i .-

"lessonsflnfornnnarehists are
.Richards~has it at the back of
his‘mindlsomeene,-somewhere"

gafily '¢;l@é,r 130' mg,r];y"j_I1}*lj_his_ I -‘I (this time "hi?" £1005 I TlO‘,|3. PI'Odl.lO€3

_ country, Vernon Richards eiceepted. . ta book reference) 11;;;»_a-"said the
"It would.be interest ing to know rWOTkOTS are basically 500d and

 what changes took place in the ,. pure (Reusseau?)= It is, he
1 4| - " -u u a'_editorial staffs of (Freedom p ysays wisely, "a mistaken VIQW »

Press),and the political signif- He is however at the
-ifianceeef these changes. vfind, 'b .n . ’ f th b’ kl bl. da -, » - n n o e oo o ige
ligzrbufihgggrliastgsbgowgoiffin tggbgntrist what the working-
O E ‘.- * C I ~ ' " - - LQ h . f t..ang *? a class, when in:revolt, didnUO in orma ion.ie»not
readily available..."(For the

_ I-
_ I. qchieve, to contrast it with

_  F , H th- '-f-‘ wh'eh Oliver
‘Wards in bT§°k°tS»T°&fi iggeSHIT”m“""-fiMg;t:i2;?&ciTcoliaherated*with
G1T dailies For much the

"same statement made in an
internal bulletin a young_ .
comrade was recently vilified
and a solicitor hinted at

the Republic to crush it. But
it is far from clear that he
is really on the workers’ side
when,later in the book, he

lo l ction To Rich rds fools that* aftgr T ’ 6. =83 B - 5 _ 9
 this will be a "personal _ ‘

I attack". But are not his
**”WHlessons" precisely that one

ishould make such personal
attacks? Or only in Spain?i
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.=The author has a knaek.of
ascribing the most impossible
opinions to those with whom
he disagrees, or to ideas he

"organised productive workers"
~are dnly "a section of society".
For them to take over would  
be an authoritarian act. He
looks instead to "the people".
That is precisely what Companys,
Montesny and all were on about.
A war of the People against
foreign oppression, as epposed
to a socially divisive Revolution.

- How except at the level ofwishesto refute. Thus (assum-* ' ' . ‘d d t. T
ing ‘for space reasons‘ the
reader i$ acquainted with at
anarcho-syndicalism) he
refutes it by saying that "to
be consistent" the anarcho-I

i-

“syndicalist "must, we believe,
_ ._ in I I-

| '1 '1' I 1-I-I
I ' 'l' . _.' ‘H

ll n--. 1. Ifl
_ .. .1 I I I _.

I _

_, --'1-=-.' ‘

organise pro uc ion, can one
change the economic basis of society?
Richards has an answ@r= seize the
"financial reserverand the gold.
It should have been done when the
Government had virtually.eollapsed,
he says (i.e. when the financial

 elm New Pae‘¢rT1ee  geld sell bed e value, to buy
‘I I

HOW THE STUDENT RISING IS a
as-assesses Garcia Oalvo‘ 20p _
'WHAT IS THE ONT? “Peirats ' lOp

seesaw, SCIENCE mm AN-ARCHISM “"'
, ~- = *,, 'Kropotkin i 2Op_H ~

still selling _
THE ORIGINS OF THE ANARCHIST

I 15.SMDVEMENT IN CHINA lOp
-I

gyms abroad. _But one cannot have
ones cake and eat it. He endorses
a criticism that the Republic
5];-j_ppQd_ gold ‘I30 B.L1SSi8.. It W85 ‘E0

buy arms. He has some mystical,
pre4Keynesian faith in the Holy
Gold itself, seized from.the .;
bankasinesae People's Oause. —
*Was there aYKther seller bar
Russia? The arms dealers of the
world would not sell, fer Political
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very way in which the Republic
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,_ _difference, and that the
sold itself to the workers was _Revo1utien was lest whan_tha
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served for that purpose. (Is it
true that arms dealers would have
cut their own threats by selling
to the Revolution? "They were
not_that desperate for customers
in l9365v There is simply not a
vostige of sense in Richards's
belief that Geld could have:saved
all. (He is elsewhere on record
as advocating "fair taxation"
and accusing those who dissented
from this On.anarchist grounds
that they must surely believe in
worsening conditions being
favourable for revolt, "a very
inhuman attitude"!)

It would have been a superb
jpiece of theatricalism.to have
dumped the gold in the Mediter-
ranean. As it is, the gold that
is new deposited inlMexieo~as=y
the last remaining property of
the "legal Spanish Governmeht"
is precisely the bait that has
lured Horacio Prieto and others
into political collaborationism
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The book fails to give the
main facts of the defeat (given
graphically in Garcia's book).
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The workers had been manoeuvred
by the failure to obtain arms
in 1936 into a position of
‘trench warfare, from which they
could defend but never win.
They knew that neither gold nor

._ _ .- .-.-..1, _ -_ -_ _"‘ K i

1t he =<wb=u;§w-eemymsas.r1; ‘ " cou -fd " “
not surrender for the enemy=

- was too vicious. As Napoleon
said, "Only from traitors I
learned the truth." (The collabor-
ationist traitors were right in
saying that the only hope was that
the world war might come in time
so that the situation could be
resolved. The alternative was
surrender. That came first. But
for ten years after the surrender
the Resistance grew up, the real
ONT of the militants who played
no part in collaboration. Of the
story of Sabater, Facerias and
others Richards does not hint,
except a passing disapproving
reference to those who believe
in ‘action’. Instead, he:rakes
over the dissensions of the

I exiles, in.whieh the collaborat-
ionists naturally played a larger
part than they did in Spain itself

The high quality of the 
production, so customary with
Freedom Press printing, is a sign

~*wesriw@w~rer+ehe*sritrsh wheeetiet"it
,-e.amemementaceuld~haveagene.~~It~has"¥

been dissipated into yet another
badly-edited volume by Richards,
the stupid and-tendentious
Eltz“acher's Anarchism, a weekly
paper echoing the ideas of last
generation's Peace News.Richards

»~ in his criticisms of Oliver and
IMontseny gives a diagnosis. But
he fails to see the application.

LIB.  

ANSWERS TO QUIZ ON PAGE I

_ l. Himelf a momberIof the Soc-
ialist labour Party, he tried

ruled and their reigns were
_posthumous legal fictions. _ _

3. .Marlene Dietrich. Invited as
unavailingly to create the@$nd@_ a 'N°rdi° b@@PI¥':dflH€ht@T Qf 5
pendent Labour Party in Belfast Prussian soldier, to return to
to overcome religious differences GOrmany’ShO asked to Speak by
(It is, unfortunately, a myth
that he Was a syndicalist).

I _ phone to Goebbels personally.Louis
" B;Mayer,of MGM, sycophantic pro-

2_ Louis XVII & Napoleon II_ The Nazi (although Jewish) apologised.
remark is sarcastic - they never 11$, (Continued on foot of next page
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PICPITS v. POLICE
‘I

‘When the thirteen miners‘ pickets
_ i came up for trial in June,

The leader-writer of the Daily “ “  in Dunfgrmlines Police ggt
Telegraph, confident that he ' Bevgridge gavs evidence of
spoke for "all decent British
people" (surely tautology? Does
the bounder suggest there are
other types Of British people?)
apologised to "poor Barcelona"
for the behaviour of the Celtic
football fans who ran riot in
that city, y P  

Poor Barcelona lost control
of its affairs 33 years before,
to an invading Army, and when
the Glaswegians complained of
‘unbridled savagery‘_in the
police force, it was not by way
of novelty to the CataFe1city.

The police have long been
absolute rulers accustomed to
exercise torture. They work

wonders in preventirg a ‘permis-
sive society‘ such as the 0
Telegraph deplores, but found
it difficult te control an, ‘
exuberant football crowd. The
Telegraph had nc need to
,apologise. It was not a
reflection on the Barcelona

"tension". ‘Until Friday
February ll, relations had been-

‘ good,‘ he said;~ T
‘Early on the Monday morning

about 200 policemen were on duty
controlling 2,000 or 2,500

i pickets on the servicezoad to
Longannet. ‘The atmosphere,
Sgt Beveridge said, was quite ¢

different from other days‘. — press
At the rate of one policeman to every
ten or fifteen civilians, was it
surprising? A disciplined force is
one that seems stronger than one

‘numerically superior anyway. ‘There
appeared to be a lot of hate
generated between the pickets towards
the police.‘ This was what he
thought condemnatory of the miners.
They were fighting for their live-
lihood., The police were there to
prevent them doing so. A certain
amount of hate was naturally ‘gener-
ated’. ‘What did they expect?

|i'en-.~.ii;_-1.3.1; - i—|-..r'——II.an'-I 

police efficiency: the Gestapo THE IflR3Au COURT REVERSED
was also efficient, but»had it
survived into the present day,
it would have found itself
unable to deal with such matters
as issuing parking tickets
without a fiisplay of excessive
Z9310

What did the Glasgow fans
expect, having got drunk and
disorderly, asks the Telegraph.
Possibly that the police
obeyed some restraints and did
not act as wild beasts, that t
is to say, like authoritarian
police used to getting their'
ownrway immediately. Theyfall
must know better now.

Can it really be that the y
leader writer of a national""

The surprise for the Industrial
Relations Act Court in getting

its decision reversed twice inla
week is not, of course, a victory
for the workers.s It is a setback
for the Tory Government in its
union-bashing policies - which would
not have been put into operation by
skilled Big Business operators like
Supermac or Butler, but only by this
bunch which has naither"worked nor
exploited for a living but just been
kept all its life. l _

The courts came to the rescue of
Big Business when the Act proved
unworkable and put the Government in
a sgot. The Act bashed the unions
for the actions of the shop stewards,

dail does not know Spain is ~ ‘when the Labour Party knows and Big
a_pO{iO@ state? G 19. Business knows:that it is precisely

' I

I.

|

I
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the1trade~unionlleadership~that
time and againlstands out for
settlement with Big Business,

as against the militancy - or,
as they say. 'irresponsibility“,
of the shop stewards. -

The Government spokesmen
have expressed time and again
their surprise that trade union
leaders are not co~operating
with the Industrial Relations
Act (when everybody knows that
a Labour Government will intro-
duce something similar with.
which they will work). But
had they experience even on
their side of the table, they
would know that it is diffic-
ult for the TU leaders to sell
out so blatantly as registrat-
ion under the Act would be.
(Even so, some have done its
the amateurs can be right!)  

_,But trade union leaders know
well that they cannot stem all
industrial activity. Even
under dictatorships it cannot
always be done. Ultimately, it
is what makes trade union
‘activity ticks They prefer to
see it organised by the elected
shop steward, hoping to buy off
individuals as they become
dangerous, by positions in the
TU bureaucracy, rather than do
it themselves. If the Act is
to make them responsible for
the shop stewards, it will
(they fear) plunge them into
militancy or complete sterility.

They are living easy on the
TU movement. But only a free
trade union makes it tick. If
the shop stewards were to be
hounded out of existence, what
(they fear in a cold sweat)
would happen tothe TU office —
holders no longer able to pass
the buck or to come into
disputes, around the end, as
arbitrators? IEvery issue would
b9 a. II1a.jOI‘ 0116.. F

. F - I

The trouble the Government is
20.

finding is due to the fact that
if you smack;someone on the
backside with a cricket bat, you
may succeed not in warning him.to
behave, but in waking him up.
("Thanks for that insult, I had
too much ease..." ran the poem...
it finished with the recipient of
the insult rising, "and stood
victorious over larger foes").

The TU leadership, some of it,
is making very radical noises now.
The insult of the Robert Carr Act
has stirred it up. Even more, of
course, the reaction to the Act
by the working people of the country
(not all of whomnwent as far as the
Angry Brigade, but some of whom. k
would have had they dared) has
showed them they must forsake their
ease for a struggle... lest they
find everyone more militant than they
has been swept away and they stand
in the lonely place of extremest
militants going.

IMEETINGS: LONDON - Hispanic Centre
(Centre Iberico) meets Sundays from
5.30 on at Holy Trinity.Church (opp.
Holborn Tube) parish hall, Kingsway,-i.

Anarchist Black Cress is not holding
meetings but call in any time up ta
l0,p¢m. (literature &c available). t
‘We keep a ‘contact table‘ there
‘while other meetings going on.

iii

SALFORDE ASA organised an anarchist
talk+in.recently. imiguel Garcia

r

went one day and talked on Spain (with
film), Albert Meltzer the next. ABC

covered four meetings altogether.

PRIETWORKERS: Meetings 10 p.m. Sets
in Fleet Streets write for details.
1111.11.-pg-mpii-._.|-311iiianiiiniiiunijjgiiiiii;i

New available in new editionay
THE TRUTH sheer THE BONNOT onto (La

Bande a Bonnet) .... 10p. From us.
ijhiii jj—iim ijjji*_*

PEBSONAL:. 0n holiday? — drop a.
(postcard to 100483 J.S.Christie,
H.M.Prison,Jebb,Avenue,Brixton,

London,S.W.2
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Unfortunately,fwe‘have~tc“”
deal in these columns with the
pseudo-anarchists who spring,
up whenever there is not too 0‘
much repression. They can
adopt the most radical names
with impunity, and do nothing
about it. Better, they can.
combine names (‘anarcho-capit-
alist‘ is one started in the
States - where else?) that
sounds cleverly radical by
combining mere words with
actual reality. 'We may deal
with these phoneys in a later
issue. i In recent issues we

.. _ |- '-

have had to castigate thew 1
so—called pacifists. i A at

It is not, despite what
some readers have assumed, we a
have a mad thing against paci-
fists. We have always accepted ‘
a person could be a pacifist ii

I
'r

-‘I '| .-r
_ -J--.--"'

'1
nII—d'~wearingsasbadiname~beoause.of '

“its Hitlerian associations is beside
the point. The ‘individualism‘
preached by this sect is not the
anarchist individualism which says
that ALL are individuals and can
achieve liberation, but the fascist
individualism which says that SOME,
the elite, are superior to the

_'l

‘masses‘. It is, properly, elitism
(since fascism later adopted some
socialistic ideas as well). ',

._ I
| I "

I |

-Take the (at least honest)
"Thoughts on Snobbery and Elitism" by
Jeff Robinson (Individualist Forum
No.2.) tThe;"hallmark of the y t

I E |. I

I | -' |.

individualist is his attitude to
crowds, mobs, the_masses...", mt
A mob is by nature sub—human,~heF
declares (a fascist credo, and the
case for the elitist party). “With
its faults, is it not precisely
human? No, he says, "there are
individuals amen the masses whodf t=11<rit$1' ' » ~ . . g c  ' are

belief that we see ‘pacifistsunder the bed, We have only g Some of his best friends are ‘masses’
objected strongly when they
have become an organised body
under his part-leadership to '

1s I find the masses detestable."'

but on the whole get rld of them....
Yet what is he?b An elite person.
(This is exactly what the Nazis

Seize Control at which paint v originally meant by an Uebermensch;
9

he says off--handedly, “we, are A
not necessarily pacifist" or
"we are accused of the heinous
crime of being pacifists", in '
a manner calculated to ‘pacify‘.

Weywouhd have the same 1
objection to the ‘individualists‘
if they did the same thing. As
it is, they as be left to talk;
together, proclaiming the
virtues of being alone ("I
would sooner see a film in an
empty cinema...") while Calling

the ldea that the Master Race was
racial came with the spreading of y
the idea among the masses, who could
not be told they were detestable
when they were wanted). The masses
are ‘born with trivial ugly minds‘,
But his is important and beautiful.
(What a disappointment when one
meets these beautiful minds!)

 It is not the shortcomings of
the educational system that are
responsib le for the triviality and
crudeness of the minds of ‘the
masses‘ The teachings at his schoolfe b‘ ~ sot‘ . ' 0 A _ _ ’

tirdiggfiig x?-‘filings which he devoutly imbibed, ‘fell on
9 deaf ears‘ to the rests "I have neverhowever they are of no account ‘it ghouid not be thought that, ’ ;yet heard of a school that teaches

the? in any Way relate to the A carworshlp, obsession with gambling,

anarchist movement. Basicallye ‘EZEEZTE Zgtfigfg thiGJO2esIST'°imiit
thei. ideas are Non-Violent . ." _ y_p ac agalns _ ese
Fascism (occasionally crdinary' A thlngS)1 Chrlstlans-E£§§2§-agalnsto
Fascism,‘ That Fascism is now 21. worldliness but you are not expected
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This is an old cry of elitism,
But worldly success is measured

THOUGHTS OH'
-I |

cermae POINT 1- -_
precisely by the make of your _ A feature of Tory thinking_

?:r'an: ti; SiZZ;?,%O%i p§sse:€g today is that we should not be
l ns a O para 1$' G. GT6 "greedy". Tory thinking waseven though you are told it is based on greed. But those that
all nothing butvanity}Y 0 ~, have, now have enough. You must

y How do you qualify to be a ;- not be greedy by wanting to earn
member of the mass and how to
be one cf the elite? 'We1l, a
member of the mass is that »

money by the sweat of your brow
any more, But it is perfectly
legitimate to want to earn it by

‘vast section of the population‘ sitting on your arse and doing
(vast section? And what of nothing. fwages must be frozen.
the other large section left - __ You.mmst not expect to save any-
individualistic?) "whom
advertisers bemuse, on whom

revolutionaries pin their -
hcpes., to whose material
demands the economy is mainly
geared,.," Precisely those

who work for a living, to whom
the economy must be geared,vHn>
offer a mass market for some
advertisers (‘others prefer a
small, highly selective class
of purchaser) are those who
pan change the material '
base of society, hence revol-
utionaries (i,e, those who

_w_a_n__'_t_ to change the material‘
base of society) must base
their hopes on them.,,. p

And the elite?  We are  
‘frequently physically surr-
ounded by crowds while the
masses are always present,
But while we are in them we.
are rarely if ever of theme‘
This is what we all think —
but only the sen achieve it;
hence Tory snobbery and elit-
ism, that arises out of 0
prosperity, -But this ‘indiv-
idualism' in the dispossessed
becomes fascism in that it
strives not to alter society
nor to achieve liberation for
all individuals, but to show,
how a new elite (by race - or,
as the pseudo-Left, even,
pSeudo~anarchist,would say —

thing from them. Prices may rise.
But wages may stay put, How, "
then, make your pile? By having
money inherited, buying property
and making a killing on the sale
of your house.

People who have bought a house
for £500, lived in it rent free
for 30 years, and retired selling
it for £10,000 (only because they
_had_£500 in the first place) write

indignant letters to the press
against the ‘greedy workers‘ who
want more pay, "We are on fixed
incomes," they bleat of the
interest on their £10,000, 3flQ_
cannot strike,..V

The house racket has grown to
the point where soon nobody will _
be able to afford to live in
the cities, Already London is
becoming a barren concrete
jungle in which it pays to leave
the barrack blocks empty rather
than fill them with people. The
quaint houses that tourists come
to see in England are swept away
to build hotels and car parks
for the tourists, The rent of a
flat is three times the average
earnings. Lose your home and you
are ruined, However much you earn
you will remain a bum. If you
don't squat you will be separated,
brokon.away from your familys

The skills of the building
by brain) can replace the Oldm y u"workers are diverted to huge,

| _ - A@ 22¢ useless office blocks of which
|

1. I‘
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_,.oms. made sense, however.) The direct
v LS the middle of Lon— action of the people meant more

don, useless, ugly, expensive, than any amount of do goodism.
it stays empty because it is
easier to make a killing byiw because it was efficient. They
keepins it empty and letting... hated it because it dispensed
its value increase... from.‘ t .=with Ieing Things for the People.
£5 million to £20 million. It meant the people Did Things

.for themselves.I J

_ That is the way of capital—
ism, but the Minister of the

The councils did not hate it

m - . = c ...nv1ronment chooses to maker (as at rouna One)
a Quss because it is easier
to upset a few people over TTHE GOVERNMENT versus THE DOCKERS
empty office blocks, and make
it look as if he is attacking ‘When the Industrial Relations
the scandal, than attack the Court turned its attention to the

dockers' shop stewards they foundwhole racket. Hundreds of
f_lats stay empty for the same
reason, but the Minister will
do nothing about them, He,
talks of vague action against
the property tycoon who built
Centre Point (and acted quite
legally) but the Home Office
and Scotland Yard co~operated
to prevent the squatters
making sense of Centre Point.

The only people who tried
to make sense of the housing

themselves in a spot of difficulty.
The trade union leaders caved in t
immediately they were hit fgr,like
the disciple who went away
sorrowirg, ‘they had great possess-
ionsi. Put the dockers could not
care less about the law. In
contempt? They showed it.

The tipstaff of the High Court
began to shit himself. Bowler hat
and all, he had to walk down
the docks and serve a notice on

racket in.London were the the shop stewards to inform them,
squatters. Thev put empty they"werc under arrest. And so -
buildings ~ leis empty for to the Government's dismay - precip—~
profit or for planning motives ttate a strike of all London's
and intended to be left to docks. Someone had a stroke of
fall into disuse m into genius {mark that guy in the next
family occupation. They had Honours List for a CBE) ~ the
to fight the Government, the Solicitor General entered a plea for

Law, the Po Lice and the the men without their knowledge and
Press. Bailiffs were used the arrest was annulled. "we were
against them. They fought told the S.G. was acting in defence
back and won, New some of their rights. Hundreds, indeed
councils, only a few so far, thousands, are arrested and slung
have seen they made sense. A in jail, by the Courts; they
few more years of life in a in custody awaiting trial; they
house left empty for the await the pleasure of some stupid)
purpose of destruction may judge as they ‘purge their contempt‘

savc ianriles lrom being  but when it came to stopping every
broken up, and also saves the dock in London the S.G. was concerned
Council endless expense in. with the human rights of the dockers.
the bureaucracy of Family
‘Care’. The law was against“"‘
the people. The profiteers
were against the people. The
councils stood by. Squatting 23 ___0_____'__w___’___A__

The moral is surely obvious.

the InTEH5A-f f. o
0 FLOODGATES OF ANARLHY is out '
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is by the methods of the FIRST OF‘MAY Mr nasal A» the lnt9“n~~
ional movement for WORKERS’ COUNCILS NOW, which demands as the
first step towards altering the economy the occupation of the ,
places of work by the people who work in them..-- p

In this respect the
workers who have occupiadw the
factories such as HOW at)
Briant's have $hQWn th@'Wa¥I;T
ahead in a much clearer_mannerp
than the so-called ‘revolution-

1-

arise‘ have been able to dol L
even theoretically.  ”'

The seizure Of the Plofies
of work is not the revolution.

| L .

. I

But it is the way forward to
the economic change that ifi
indispensable fcf revolution.

FORM FTVES! .It is not
~ _..   possible to

“build a revolutionary movement
on the basis of anwmxisting A
organisation. In order to p
remain within the laws it has
to trim its prograrnmeq and '50
concentrate on reforming G
the laws until it becomes

_. .

indispqtinguishable from advanced
liberalism. -.It becomes only
a movement of permanent pr0t@St
which is to Say a liberal
organisation, not a revolution-

'5 -I-

- |

aryianeoq '

But in every revolutionary
situation we need the people
‘who know what it is all about-
We do not need anal‘0hi$'|i
organisation, we need workers‘
organisation. Workersl organ-p
isation needs convinced I
anarchists who are capable Of
putting_up a struggle and °f
showing that it is not A ‘
necessary to subordinate the
movement to a political party-

- an
That is why we need groups

of“ anarchists in every trade  
and industry, who may meet  _
only socially in.norma1 timB$,
but who are capable of W0Ikifl€

. I i, I _
.| |
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with others for WOR_E3RS’- I .24‘, -e
- 1.

‘- L—

councils. 'Whenever any dust-
up occurs - and we see now how
it is going to happen every time
a forced redundancy is made if
there are enough militants about -
it is always necessary to look
round and seewho there is to
help. A group of only five in
an industry — better, five in
a factory - is worth 500 k

J powerless people inua political-
type organisation that can do
nothing but pass resolutions.

i'i' -qarpxn-m.qgj i'i'

HOW DOES ONE COMMUNICATE ? i

THE RT REV JOHN ROBINSON asked p
in The Times, despairingly, how one
could communicate through the mass
media. (One can‘t). He gave at c
lengthy lecture to a "square" group
of Methodists on sex in the course
of which he pointed out that law
could not always control morals,and
that one should wean oneself from
the"pater" listic assumption" that-
it should do so. (In future gener-
ations such assumptions will appear
ludicrous in the extreme).

The press seized on the idea of_
lowering the age of consent...SEX
AT 14 - CALL BY CHURCH LEADER....
and the poor battered army of ~, _
"Disgusteds" were treated to a story
of how a former Bishop apparently
advocated sex for 14 year o1ds......

FOOTNOTE:p On a different level,
the press has had a sensational story
from.the New York:Times about a _
new ‘terrorist international’ ...  
it is supposed to come from the CIA,
in fact it is a rewrite of the story
first appearing in the “Jewish + A A
Chronicle? (see page )9)! The New _
York Times had just, time to get their
copy when their irevelationsi appeared.

. |. I
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common" OWNERSHIP "-
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WORKERS‘ CONTROL?'

T” Terry Phillips

I
1 .

I.

J

The political missionaries will, no doubt, cease their
pilgrimages to the work-in ladies of Fakenham now that the
Northamptonshire firm of Scott Bader'has offered them financial
assistance in starting a firm.
on thelines of common ownership.

Scott Bader is a common-
ownership form producing polyester
resins, and amongst its charitable
gifts to the village in which it
is situated is an unpleasant smell
of chemicals which spreads for a
quarter of a mile around the
factory. The firm was built up as
a thriving family business by a
Swiss Quaker, Ernest Bader, between
1920 and 1951, during which time he
amassed a large personal fortune
out of the labours of his workers.

In 1951 his religious guilt
caught up with him and he decided
ts gradually hand over the firm
to a common—ownership organisat-
ion oalled the Scott Bader
Commonwealth. Bader has now
relinquished the controlling
interest but still enjoys the
authority of the guru, and he
has ensured-that his son Godric
Bader will remain-Chairman of
the Board of Iurectors and
Managing Director for life.

T The firm now has about 400
employees and an annual turnover
of over £4 million. Day—to—day -I
management is in the hands of a
conventional Board of Directors
and polioy decisions are
"aplroved" by the Community
Council of employees. (Signif-
ifantly not all workers take
advantage of the opportunity
of becoming shareholders in this
1utopia') Inevitably some of
the top managers with their‘
eyes onTeXpansion_find Bader's
idealism a drag.

V -The defects of the set—up '

' l -

the ration of the highest to
the lowest is 6 to 1 — and life
is certainly more satisfying for
the research scientists than the
labourers loading drums of
chemicals. Obviously a highly
advanced technological industry
like Scott Bader is involved in,
rmust tend to elitism because there
is little scope for the inter-
change of jobs and work sharing &c.
However, the obvious solution of
disposing of the chemical plant
and starting a more suitable
venture does net appear to have
occurred to anyone. Or perhaps it
did and was seen as a threat to
the vested interests of the
hierarchy?

The Scott Bader set-up
underlines the futility of think-
ing that workers can change
society by becoming ‘little
capitalist‘ co—partners in a
common—ownership firm. IEven if
the free relationships between
workers we would like to see
existed at Scott Bader (and they
do not), the ekperiment would still
have little relevance to the
struggle for a free society. The
vast majority of capitalists are
not going to give up their powers
to make the decisions.  Even if
a group of workers manage to
establish a common—ownership
workshop then they aresstill
enslaved by the market forces of
capitalism: it is still necessary
to produce what is profitable

l without regard to the real
priorities of social needs.

liberals. There is certainly FREE SOCIETY AND WORKERS‘ CONTROL.
no Utopian equality of Wages “ 25¢ They can only be achieved by a

_. _E-__ 
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anarchist principles which will
defy the violence of the State,
seize the means of production
and use it for the good of all,
sharing the stimulating and
boting work, the decisions and
the products of our labours.

 i
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THE RESIGNATION OF MR. MAUDLING

'e As we go to press we learn

~;..,§-*;;-1_.'i-1.1+.*'i.v bliiw J!_LL'J"0 j1l"L(.3.'Ll"iI-1-011..

The judge concerned,IMr,
IMelford Stevenson, is now

— @regarded with contempt and
suspicion amongst a large
psection of political persuasion.

A Yet he continues to officiate
at trials, just as Mr. Robert
Carr is new entitled to use

- openly, instead of by side-
remarks, the force paid by the
public to pursue his private
quarrels. '

A Is this, however, not fully in
‘keeping with the character of

of the resignation of Mr. Maud-  , Carr the goward?
ling from the Home Secretaryship.
"We need not waste any sympathy (ANNOUNCING A new AWARDe wason the setbaek to Mr- Maudlins‘a I aoasnr CARR PRIZE roe BaAvEar,...
career (if he wants any, he caxx
write to Mr. Dutschke), nor do , 
we (who inaugurated the Maudling I

for the trickiest sod of the
month).  

Prize for Idiot of the Month, M Q
in his honour) need to be told. = <_ ASEEEEE;
he acted unwisely.

BUT ONE ASPECT OF THIS BUSINESS
TOUCHES US CLOSELY. Mr. Maudling
is not said to have acted with any
criminal intent. He is put for-
ward as the victim , but the fact
that he is associated with the
Poulson interests makes it imper-
ative for him (associated as the
Home Secretary is with the
Metropolitan,Police).to resign
in order that_he should give no
signs pf partiality, Public
servants have been suspended
for the same reason. It seems
to do credit to all concerned
¢@.. BUT FOR THE F%CT THAT MR1
aoaaar cwaanwao comes 1w AS HOME
Jsscasrwar IS IN PRECISELY was
SAME POSITION; “I I

‘I - I. ‘I .
._| ' I

 At the moment the ‘Angry
Brigade’ is under investigation
by the Metropolitan Police, and
Mr. Carr is personally concerned
in view Of+th€ explosions at his
home. Several people are in
actually at the moment on trial,
and one who has been convicted
was given 15 years by a judge who
concealed his personal interest

The gale of your book (Floodgates
of Anarchy, in Spanish edition) here
made a great impression. It was very
well reviewed in the Buenos Aires
papers, where Stuart's casekas made
a big impression., Even in England,
it seems, one can be imprisoned for
one's ideas rather than one‘s
actions. The copies are being avidly
read by our 'Tupa' friends; as you
know there is a strong libertarian
section of the Tupamaro movement and
it would be stronger still if there
were more books on anarchism today:
in Spanish, in the main, we have
Only the not very relevant ‘classics’

A, I - Eg. M, (Montevideo).
' 1

Have just read Migue1's book -
I salute a-courageous militant -
right on!  - a¢y E, (Bath).

Surely you will agree that the
anarchist movement seems split to
a disastrous ortent.., - F.J.J.

J

p (London).
(Not at all. What _i__s_ anarchist is
not split. If it splits from what
is not anarchist, it is note
disastrous. There would be more point

' th d t 1 S T0fWOIT_'H§ about the extent to whi h
lnp, S Case afi ac ed clearly! 26. thewor§ing'classmovement is split§.
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